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medicalQ: Data Analytics Question What is a common way to to feed data into a

big data system for analysis and reporting? We've been investigating
Hadoop/Hive and several other options and I haven't been able to find a way to

do this with a mongo database. I'm thinking that it will take several days to get an
answer. Is that a good way to proceed? Thanks A: I've been able to find a way to
do this and I'll post the answer for future reference, so as to save someone time.

Unless you are dealing with a very large database, you don't need to shard it.
MongoDB is designed to handle a large database and it will handle the load. This

is one of the key reasons why MongoDB was used in place of a traditional
relational database. Since MongoDB is a document store, you store your data as

objects, and those objects are kept in a B-tree indexed form which means you can
quickly search for a set of documents that match a query. In this case, I take a
few parameters and return a list of records. Here is the code in mongo: Cursor

jobs = null; MongoClient client = null; MongoCollection collection = null;
DocumentCollection jobCollection = null; // SQL code to query a job collection //

SELECT * FROM DISTINCT ARTIFACT.* // WHERE ARTIFACT.created_by = "userA" //
AND ARTIFACT.created_date > "2015-03-12" // AND ARTIFACT.is_locked = "false"
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